RM ABBREV. LEGEND
SO: STAFF OFFICE
RE-K: SUNDAY RELIGIOUS EDUCATION JK/SK
RE-1/2: SUNDAY RELIGIOUS EDUCATION GR. 1 + 2
RE-3/4: SUNDAY RELIGIOUS EDUCATION GR. 3 + 4
RE-5/6: SUNDAY RELIGIOUS EDUCATION GR. 5 + 6
RE-7/8: SUNDAY RELIGIOUS EDUCATION GR. 7 + 8
RE-Y: SUNDAY RELIGIOUS EDUCATION FOR YOUTH
AP: ADULT PROGRAM SPACE
RS: RENTABLE SPACE
COLOUR LEGEND
Adult Sunday
Religious Education
Office/Meeting
Circulation
Functional
Rental Only
Outdoor Space

PROJECT:
FIRST UNITARIAN CONGREGATION RENOVATION
DRAWING TITLE:
BASEMENT FLOOR PLAN

LGA architectural partners

PLAN LEGEND
PROPERTY LINE
REQUIRED EXISTING WALL
EXISTING WALL TO REMAIN
PROPOSED WALL